Using mean field theory, the effect of the transverse magnetic field on the layering and wetting transitions of the spin-1/2 Ising model with longitudinal magnetic field is studied. At a fixed value of the temperature smaller than the wetting temperature, such system exibits a sequence of layering transitions above a critical value of the transverse magnetic field, wich depends on the temperature and surface magnetic field.
Introduction
Several authors have studied the wetting of spin−1/2 Ising model in a transverse magnetic field. Much attention has been paid to the properties of layered structures consisting of alternating magnetic materials. The most commonly studied magnetic multilayers are those of ferromagnetic transition metal such as Co or Ni. Many experiments have shown that the magnetization enhancement exists in multilayered films consisting of magnetic layers. It was found that ferromagnetic coupling can exist between magnetic layers. From the theoretical point of view, great interest has been paid to spin wave excitations as well as critical phenomena. The study of thin films is partly motivated by the development of new growth and characterization techniques, but perhaps more so by the discovery of many exciting new properties, some quite unanticipated. These include, more recently, the discovery of enormous values of magnetoresistance in magnetic multilayers far exceeding those found in single layer films and the discovery of oscillatory interlayer coupling in transition metal multilayers. These experimental studies have motivated much theoritical work. However these developments are to a large extent powered by << materials engineering >> and the ability to control and understand the growth of thin 
Phase diagrams
The system we are considering is formed with N ferromagnetic layers of a spin−1/2 Ising model with free bound conditions. In order to examine only the effect of the transverse magnetic field, Ω/J, on the wetting and layering transitions, we fixe the temperature, T/J, at a value less than the wetting temperature, T w /J. However, by increasing Ω/J we show the existence of a critical value, Ω w /J, above which a sequence of layering transitions occurs. This is called the wetting transverse magnetic field, which depends on the value of the temperature and the surface magnetic field, H s1 /J. On the other hand, when T /J > T w /J, the layering transitions exist in absence of the transverse magnetic field, this means that the temperature effect is sufficient to produce layering transitions. Fig. 4 . However, the wetting transverse magnetic field,Ω w /J, decreases with increasing temperature and/or decreasing surface magnetic field, and the wetting temperature, T w /J, decreases with increasing transverse magnetic field and/or decreasing surface magnetic field.
In conclusion, we have studied the effect of the transverse magnetic field on the layering and wetting transitions of a spin−1/2 Ising model in a longitudinal magnetic field. However, we have shown that the layering and wetting transitions appear above a critical transvere field, Ω w /J, which is a function of the temperature and surface magnetic field. No wet Wet
